The techNIEks RUN 2019
- "Cancer Awareness: a cure worth running for ", created a massive attraction
amongst the citizens of the city in all age categories. A large number of
participants, around 1000 active students, men, women and veterans took part in the
event.
The flag was waved off by Mr. V R Balasubramani, Retired Senior Trustee of Sri
Shankara Cancer Foundation at 6:35AM for the 5k run and at 6:50AM for the 10k.
The participants were filled with much enthusiasm which made the techNIEks'19
Run, a huge success.
The event came to an end with the crowd in active spirits and techNIEks 2019
creating a major awareness about Cancer and it's cure to the society.attractive cash
prizes were given away by Smt.C.K.Vanamala Joint Student Welfare Officer and
Sri. Sadashiva Murthy Student welfare Officer.

NIE Students’ Paper Empowerment Drive for Divya Deepa
Charitable trust, Mysore
Divya Deepa Charitable Trust is an NGO established in Mysore, India which
runs Kaliyuva Mane, an alternative school for the underprivileged children in and
around Kenchalagudu village where it is situated.[1][2][3]
The mission of the trust is to create a replicable model of educating out of system opportunity deprived children
Many
undergraduate
students
from SJCE, National
Institute
of
Engineering, Mysore Medical College and Vidya Vardhaka College of
Engineering and some IT professionals based in Bangalore are volunteers of the
trust. The trust often conducts various fundraising activities in Mysore city. The
volunteers involve themselves in a unique activity called paper empowerment in
which they collect old newspapers from houses in Mysore and sell them to raise
money, apart from setting up stalls, and designing and selling greeting cards. They
also take up informal teaching at the school.
Students of NIE have passionately contributed towards collecting old newspapers
and sell them raise money and contribute to the charitable trust.
They have also developed a mobile App so that the pickup driver uses this and
finds the nearest collect point easily and not run around haphazardly to make the
collection and navigation easier and quicker.

Here's an app developed for a NGO Divyadeepa which helps them in their one of
the fund raising method - Paper empowerment ,it helps to keep track of the bundles
collected so that it makes coordination with the volunteers and the van easier ,
making it time efficient and helps to collect more papers inturn helping the NGO

Celebration of National Science Day at NIE
National Science Day was celebrated at NIE, Mysuru, on 28th February 2019 under
the sponsorship of TEQIP – III.The program was inaugurated by Prof. B.S.
Vishwanath, Chairman (DOS in Biochemistry, University of Mysore, Mysore,
Former Registrar (KSOU) & Former Vice Chancellor (In charge) (KSOU). He
motivated the young engineering students to ‘’Make in India”. He emphasized on
the point that India is importing all the diagnostic imaging equipments and
investing on foreign economy. If Indian companies start making these machines,
the cost would be very much cheaper. Hence, all different disciplines should work
together towards such challenges.
A second year mechanical engineering student Shravan Poovaiah and his
team gave a demo on the agricultural prototype robot, which he has made and
presented its potential applications in Indian agriculture. Prof. Vishwanath, being a
Biochemist, was happy by the student’s passion and interest towards agriculture
and he promised to guide him in his project. India, being an agricultural country,
such interests by youngsters is very encouraging, he opined.
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PUBLICSPEAKING SKILLS
The department of Electrical &Electronics Engineering of the National Instituteof
Engineering, Mysuru organized a one-day students workshop on Public
speakingskills on 20th September 2019. The Programme was sponsored by TEQIPIII and co-ordinated by Smt. R. Radha, Associate Professor and Smt. Poornima H
S, AssistantProfessor in the department of E& EE.A total of 55 students from
department of E& EE, NIE registered for the training.
Glass of Phobia: This hands on activity was conducted by Smt. PoornimaIyengar,
PMP, University relation, IBM, Bengaluru. This activity was done to trainstudent to
speak

confidently

without

fear.

Resource

person

gave

some

tips

to

enhancecommunication skills. The importance of preparation was demonstrated by
showingSteves Job Stanford address video
Introduce

your

Partner:

This

group

activity

was

conducted

by

Dr.KalapriyaKannan,Senior research staff Member, IBM, Bengaluru. The group
consisted of twoor three students and they had to introduce their partners in the
group. The studentswere advised to highlight their partners uniqueness instead of
telling the commonthing.
Observation, Role reversal: In this activity students had to introduce themselves,
where they were thought about how to overcome Freak and Panic. The tips were
demonstrated by TEDex video.

At the end of the each session they gave key points on how to establish rapportwith
people, how to build self confidence. To understand people and speak
betterstudents were advised to be good listener first. Resource persons gave
strongmotivation for students that they should have two activities to passionate
them and onegoal in life for betterment of their life style
Outcome: As the workshop title said, it was about personality development
forstudents. Students got good exposure and the activities which were done
throughoutthe session were very helpful in developing good communication skills
and team spirit.

INPHASE 2019
Electrical & Electronics Engineering Association (EEEA) every year organizesOne
day Technical event “INPHASE-2019” a State Level Technical Symposium,
sponsored by “Technical Education Quality Improvement Programme –III” The
recent event was organised on 13-04-2019.
This event provides a platform for the students to enhance knowledge and also
helps them inall round development. Activities such as Technical Paper
presentation, Technical Quiz and Analog Circuit Design were conducted. These
activities strive to provide an educational and recreational experience outsidethe
classroom through programs that culturally enlighten, intellectually stimulate
andentertain the Student community.

Industrial Visit
The department of E&EE organized an industrial visit to NTPCThermal Power
plant, Kudgi. This industrial visit was organised for PG Power Systems and CAID
first semester students of the department. Total 24 students and 4 faculty members
visited the plant on 27/12/2019.
This industrial visit bridge the gap between theoretical training and practical
learning in a real-life environment. this visit provides an opportunity for
active/interactive learning experiences in-class as well outside the classroom
environment.The students were able to better understand the operation of thermal
power plant including – generation and swtichyard. Also students were
demonstrated with various components suchg as generator, transformer, Speed
governor and protection equipments used in a thermal powwer plant.

Youth Empowerment Activities in Department of Electronics
and Communication
To exhibit leadership qualities and professional integrity with social responsibility
among the students, the Department of Electronics and Communication has
conducted some of the youth empowerment activities as given below:
1. NISB (NIE IEEE STUDENT BRANCH)
2. UCSP (Ubiquitous Computing and Signal Processing Research Group)
3. ECEA ( Electronics and Communication Engineering Association)
4. Invited Talks and Industrial Visits
5. Project Expo
1. NISB
IEEE is a non-profit technical organization and NIE IEEE Student Branch is a
renowned student branch of The National Institute of Engineering, Mysuru, coming
under the IEEE Bangalore Section.

NISB has been rewarded several accolades over time, most remarkable of which is
“Outstanding Large Student Branch Award”. We conduct technical events such as
workshops, competitions, seminars, hackathons, paper-presentation and several
such events.
The aim of NISB is to impart technical knowledge to our members and participants.
Some of the highlighted events of NISB

i)DHRITI , a social initiative.
Date: 18th January2020.
Student participation:
The visit was exclusively organised by WIE NISB. A total of 20 members joined us
through the journey of this social initiative and taught around 66 students.
Visit details:
High school Students of Kanaka Giri Govt school in Mysore, were given practical
explanations on the working of the lungs through illustrations on the black board
and a fun activity. The concept of Newton’s disk was demonstrated before the
students to make them understand that light is made up of 7 colors. The students
were also educated on the importance of a plastic free environment and its benefits.
They were made aware of the prime need to protect the environment. In this spirit,
they were taught how to make paper bags.

ii) Adroit’19
Date: November
About Adroit: With an intention to bring together the brilliant minds to compete in
an arena marked by the fight for creativity, excellence and innovation, NIE IEEE
student branch presents the odd semester technical fest- ADROIT. Students from
different parts of Karnataka come together to celebrate the fest of excellence and
innovation, where they learn about current and trending technologies and showcase
their skills.
Events: IPL, ELECTRONIKA, General quiz, Reverse Coding, CIRCUITBREAKER, BUG BOUNTY

iii) Electronic Essentials
Objective: To teach the basics of both digital and analog electronics.
Date:4thand 5thSeptember 2019.
Time: 5:30 pm - 7:30 pm, Wednesday and Thursday
Student Participation: A total of 61 Participants, 40 IEEE and 21 Non-IEEE.
Event-details:
Electronics Essentials was yet another successful workshop conducted by NISB.
The event began with the participants learning the basics of electronics like the
basic gates, diodes, and then they subsequently made their way through to more
complex topics of building their own touch sensor, self-switching streetlight, all of
which was taught by the volunteers of NISB, with constant guidance from the core
team. The response and feedback received were great!

iv) Industrial visit: CISCO, Bangalore
Date: 4th October 2019
Event Details: NISB had arranged an Industrial visit to CISCO for the members of
NISB-IEEE. The students were accompanied with faculty from the department.

